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Abstract. The forest fire prevention background database is the data set which contains all the related data 
of forest fire prevention, mainly including each kind of attribute data, the spatial data as well as the remote 
sensing image data. It is a very important basis for the forest fire prevention direction. By researching the 
three-dimensional background database building method, the paper introduces the forest fire prevention 
three-dimensional background database creation method which uses MapX and OpenGL as the development 
tools, mainly study the following fields in the MapX and OpenGL environment: three dimensional terrain 
modeling method in forest fire prevention background database creation, texture mapping method, two-
dimensional and three dimensional linkage, the fusion of the forest resources and fire prevention resources 
data, the design of the forest fire prevention three dimensional background database and so on. The real three 
dimensional terrains are established on the basis of the OpenGL, the DEM altitude data, the establishment of 
the illumination, the normal vector and so on. And the demonstration can be implemented really by 
integrating the OpenGL texture mapping mechanism and the remote sensing data in the three dimensional 
terrain. Taking the two-dimensional attribute data of the MapInfo form as a foundation and using the suitable 
coordinate transformation, the linkage between the two-dimensional map and the three dimensional is 
achieved. 

Keywords: forest fire prevention; three dimension background database; data fusion; coordinate linkage; 
3D modelling  

1. Introduction 
The background data of Forest fireproofing system is made of forest resources foundation geographical data, 
and the data of topography, traffic, communication, water system, residential area, personal, facility in every 
aspect. The background database of Forestry fireproofing system can mix and integrate kinds of data in order 
to satisfy forestry fire fireproofing management, which is made of attribute data, spatial data and image data. 
The paper is a preliminary attempt to explore the background database including topography database and 
thematic database based on 3D, which is integrated by several database. 
Through the method study of creating 3D background database, this paper tries to propose a kind of 3D 
methodology of establishing the background database of Forestry fireproofing system based on the MapX 
and OpenGL. By increasing in information about elevation, set up the stereoscopic 3D topography with 
OpenGL, then it can vividly portray 3D topography and improve the efficiency in Forest fireproofing 
management in order to make the decision more scientific and rational which based on integrating remote 
sensing and fire prevention data. 

2. Construction model of 3D topography 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is a data collection which includes the grid point of horizontal coordinate(x, 
y) and elevation (z) on projection plane [1], such as Grid, TIN and Contour to construct DEM. Among of 
them, Grid Model which has simple data structure would be more suitable than others because it is easy to 
achieve algorithm, operate and store space. And the shot cut calculation of contour, grade and slope is fit to 
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create 3D background database of Forest fireproofing system. 

2.1. The firming of 3D topography  
OpenGL is the industrial standard to deal with sophisticated graphics and interactive view processing. As a 
software interface to graphics hardware, OpenGL could vividly show the 3D scene [2], and we have to do the 
followings: 
The final color of the object depends on not only primitive color, but also the effect of oneself material 
absorbs and reflects the outside light. So we should install the fit illumination [3,4], which is related with 
normal vector, and then introduce how to set up the illumination and normal vector. 
(1) Establish illumination model 
There are three kinds of illuminations: Pan-light, diffuse reflection light, mirror surface reflected light, then 
superimposes these lights [5]. 
(2)The algorithm of calculating peak normal vector  
Except light source, normal vector also plays the tremendous influence on light. Normal vector is the vector 
that one point on the surface is vertical to this surface.Every points on the surface have the same direction, so 
they have the same normal vector.But these points on the curve have the different normal vector.The normal 
vector of geometric object defines the direction in the space, especially defines the direction opposite to the 
light source. The peak of normal vector of decides how much light it can absorb [6]. We must find each fixed 
point in DEM the quadrangle grid and then calculate its normal vector in turn. The calculation flow is as 
figure 1 shows. 

 

Fig.1: the calculation flow of peak of normal vector 

Through drawing continual quadrangle and installing light source and other related parameters, the continual 
quadrangle may approach ups and downs in 3D real scene by controlling the normal vector. 

2.2. 3D Texture Mapping 
3D Texture Mapping means map remote pictures to 3D topography. To make texture pictures coincide with 
the topography to achieve our prospective real vision effect, we must make them one-to-one. OpenGL’s 
Texture Mapping reaches the unification of texture and 3D models by defining the texture coordinates [7-10]. 
(1)Loading Texture Data 
First, load the texture data to EMS memory. A simple texture is an image consists of many pixels, each pixel 
respectively stands for adjust constant or the value of RGBA. Therefore, loading texture data is achieved by 
traversal all the pixels and loading them to EMS memory. The algorithm is shown as figure 2. 
(2)Draw Texture  
Draw the texture scene after loading all the data to EMS memory, paying attention to the following points: 
① Transfer the function of glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D) to start texture mode, permitting the 2D Texture 
Mapping. 
② Make up the geometrical coordinate of each peak defining and the texture coordinate. The texture 
coordinate decides which texture cell endows with which peak in the picture, which could be defined by 
transferring OpenGL function of glTexCoord*(). So the texture  coordinate of four angles of a quadrangle 
are (0,0),(1,0),(1,1),(0,1). Through defining texture coordinate to corresponding to the peaks of quadrangles, 
we could define the peaks of each quadrangle to form the sides of the object and these sides constitute the 
whole topography so that we can acquire vivid 3D topography scene[11-14].The texture coordinates are seen in 
figure 3. 
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Fig.2: Flow diagram of loading texture data 

 
Fig.3: Texture coordinate 

3.  The thematic data fusion method  
Currently the technology of building 2D vector database has been already mature; many thematic databases 
have been digitized by various kinds of vector processing software. For example, we can turn thematic data 
base of forest fireproofing into digital map by MapInfo cartographic software. 3D in the developing could 
contain less data than 2D could, and couldn’t fuse a mass of thematic data, so we could choose to create the 
3D database by OpenGL and the thematic database by MapInfo. This paper shows the union of subjective 
information by MAPX and 3D geography by OpenGL to thematic data fusion. 
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3.1. The linkage between 2D map and 3D map 
The polysemy of abstractive cartographic symbol is difficult for people to recognize spatial information in 
2D map. Real 3D simulated by 3D virtual topography scene presents vivid vision impact and has advantages 
as local, intuitionist and practical; however, when cruising in 3D, it easily loses direction and can’t fuse 
several thematic data. Therefore, organically combining advantages of 2D map with that of 3D topography 
scene and carrying out the linkage and two-way communication between 2D and 3D is the foundation of 
achieving the interactive response. Thus, we can give full scope to their advantages, not only overcome the 
polysemy of abstractive cartographic symbol  in 2D map and a kind of losing in the 3D virtual sense as a loss, 
but also fuse more thematic data in 3D topography. This effective way is worth being adopted in the stage 
that 3D technique is under development [15, 16]. 

3.1.1.   Linkage ways between 2D map and 3D topography  
There are some following ways to achieve linkage of 2D map and 3D topography: 
(1)Show the corresponding position in 2D map when a user cruise in 3D topography. 
(2)Skip to the corresponding position in 3D topography scene when changing observation point in 2D map 
and vice versa. 
(3)High brightness displays the corresponding targets in 3D scene when targets selected in 2D map and vice 
versa. 
(4)Display the scene in 3D topography scene when the region is chosen in 2D map. 
(5)Several thematic information (such as town boundary, country boundary, subcompartment boundary) in 
2D map can be superimposed to 3D topography selectively and dynamically. 
(6)Make some map which has not corresponded 3D scene data visualization. For example, make a contour 
map. 
In order to realize these organic linkages, we can unify 2D map and 3D topography scene in coordinate. It 
means 2D map view and 3D topography scene could share the global coordinate variables and realize the 
linkage through their message mapping. 

3.1.2. Unify coordinates 
Here refers to two coordinate transformer formulas and two coordinate systems including space coordinate 
system and space perpendicularity coordinate system. The formulas that both apply to be computerized 
consist of direct calculation coordinate transformer formula in Gauss projection and Back Calculation of 
coordinate transformer formula in Gauss projection. So the direct calculation can transform space coordinate 
(L, B) into Gauss plane coordinate (X, Y) and the back calculation can transform Gauss plane coordinate (X, 
Y) into space coordinate (L, B) [17, 18]. 
 (1) Direct calculation coordinate transformer formula in Gauss projection based on computerization  
According to space coordinate (L, B), work out Gauss plane coordinates(X, Y) [19-21]. 

X = 6367558.4969 × B`` / ρ`` －{a0 －[0.5＋（a4＋a6 L2）L2]L2N}sinB cosB 
Y = [1＋（a3 ＋ a5L2）L2]L N cosB 

In the formula: 
L = (L＋L0)`` /ρ``   
N ＝ 6399698.902 － [21562.267－（108.973－0.612cos2B）cos2B]cos2B 
a0 ＝ 32140.404 －[135.3302 －（0.7092 － 0.0040 cos2B）cos2B] cos2B 
a4 ＝ （0.25 ＋ 0.00252 cos2B）cos2B － 0.04166 
a6 ＝ （0.166 cos2B － 0.084）cos2B 
a3 ＝ （0.3333333 ＋ 0.001123 cos2B）cos2B － 0.1666667 
a5 ＝ 0.0083 － [0.1667 － （0.1968 ＋ 0.0040 cos2B）cos2B] cos2B 
(2) Back calculation coordinate transformer formula in Gauss projection based on computerization  
According to t Gauss plane coordinates(X, Y), work out space coordinate (L, B). 

B ＝ Bf － [1 － （b4 － 0.12Z2）Z2]Z2b2ρ`` 
L ＝ L0 ＋ [1 － （b3 － b5 Z2）Z2]Zρ`` 

In the formula: 
Bf ＝β＋{ 50221746 ＋ [ 293622 ＋（2350＋22cos2βcos2β）] cos2β}10－10sinβcosβρ`` 
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β＝ X *ρ`` / 6367558.4969 
Z ＝ Y /（Nfcos Bf） 
Nf ＝ 6399698.902 － [21562.267 －（108.973－0.612cos2 Bf）cos2 Bf] cos2 Bf 
b2 ＝（0.5 ＋ 0.003369 cos2 Bf）sin Bf cos Bf 
b3 ＝ 0.333333 －（0.166667 — 0.001123 cos2 Bf）cos2 Bf 
b4 ＝ 0.25 ＋（0.16161 ＋ 0.00562 cos2 Bf）cos2Bf 
b5 ＝ 0.2 －（0.1667 — 0.0088 cos2 Bf）cos2B  

3.1.3. Realize the linkage between 2D map and 3D map 
 When a user cruise in 3D topography, gain the center point coordinate (X,Y), and get space coordinate (L,B) 
by back calculation， the corresponding position in the 2D map can be shown. When changing the 
observation point in 2D map or 3D topography, we can also gain (X, Y) or (L, B) by direct calculation or 
back calculation, and position in 3D or 2D. When the target in 2D or 3D topography is pitched on, gain the 
coordinate (L, B) or (X, Y) of it, and get (X, Y) or (L, B) by direct calculation or back calculation, finally 
position in 3D or 2D. The three linkages can be realized by unifying the single point coordinate.  
After pitching on a region in 2D map, gain each point coordinate (L, B), then get the coordinate (X, Y), and 
gain vertical coordinate, draw it in 3D topography at last. In this way, several thematic information (such as 
town boundary, country boundary, subcompartment boundary) in 2D map can be regarded as a region and be 
superimposed to 3D topography selectively and dynamically. 
Those two forms above can be realized by plane linkage. The algorithm of gaining each point coordinate will 
be introduced as follow. The flow chart of plane linkage realization is described as figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4: The flow diagram of plane linkage 

3.2. Forestry resources data fusion 
3D geography has the vivid visual effect, but setting up the background database of Forest fireproofing 
system needs to fuse other more data. The primary data is forestry resources data, mainly including town 
boundary, country boundary, subcompartment boundary, besides the subcompartment information for search 
on topography. 

3.3. Forest prevention data fusion 
Based on forest resource data fusion, we should fuse fireproofing data into model; the most primary data are 
fireproofing troop and fireproofing goods data, whose distributed condition is displayed on the topography. 

3.4. GPS data fusion 
The GPS path playback makes use of MAPX technique, records GPS data in database including latitude and 
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longitude, and draw these continual coordinate information to a 2D map’s new chart level at last. 

4. Design and realization of the forest prevention background database 
This article make use of the OpenGL technology and MAPX module to establish 3D topography database 
and 3D thematic database, and then organic unify the two databases to create 3D fireproofing database. This 
chapter mainly introduces the reason of choosing OpenGL as the main development software platform and 
how to design and realize the background database of forest fireproofing system based on 3D in detail. 

 

Fig.5: the result of forestry resource data fusion 

The background database of forest fireproofing system based on 3D makes use of OpenGL to realize 3D 
topography model and texture mapping on it, and gathers MAPX module to visit 2D map to obtain the 
thematic data, and then fuses on 3D topography, so realizes the organic fusing of 3D topography data, 
forestry resources data, fireproofing data and GPS data. As a result, it completes the foundation of 
background database of forest fireproofing system based on 3D. The result is illustrated as figure 5. 

5. Conclusion 
By analyzing the request of forestry fireproofing as well as methods of building database, this paper brings 
forward basic modeling and technical methods based on multi-source data fusion, and then puts forward 
methods of creating background database of forest fireproofing system. It points out that background 
database of forest fireproofing system contains forest resource data, remote sensing image data, fireproofing 
resource data and other data like traffic, topography, communication, water system, residential area, personal. 
Based on OpenGL technology to create 3D topography, and carry out basic database modeling, and realize 
the fusion of forestry resources data, fireproofing data and remote sensing image data, and complete the 
proper combination of 3D vision and thematic data at last. As we know, this paper is written based on 
OpenGL and MAPX to found background database of forest fireproofing system, compared with 
professional 3D modeling software such as ARCGIS, which has  some strong points such as economical 
efficiency, practicability, and operability, and can provide some reference for forest fire manage department. 
      By creating background database of forest fireproofing system, this paper completes the function of 
remote command and assistant decision-making, and provides bases to evaluate forest disasters. However, 
this method needs to improve its precision for the precision of DEM data; The DEM vertical data used is 
25M space between data, we should use inner-insert method to improve its 3D precise vision. By studying 
proper inner-insert algorithm to thin the current 25M data, we could display topography exactly. 
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